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DRAWING FOR THE NOT SO TERRIFIED - ONLINE I INTERMEDIATE 

This course is for those who have taken a beginner drawing class, preferably the Drawing for the Absolute and 

Terrified Beginner, and wish to expand their drawing repertoire! Lessons are geared to build on and develop skills 

explored in previous drawing art study. We will cover still life, botanicals, the figure, portraits, and more! Ask for the 

outline for the precursor of this course (if you never took it) to gauge if you want to take this class or the intro 

version. 

For the first day please have: 

1. Sketchbook. It can have previous work in it already. 
2. Set of drawing pencils (suggested range of pencils: 2H to 6B or higher) Example: 12 Mars Staedtler drawing 

pencils 
3. grey kneadable eraser and regular white eraser 
4. sharpener 
5. blending stump (s) 
6. Recommended but not essential: a piece of sandpaper (this is to sand your blending stump with) 
7. If you are purchasing a new sketchbook, this is good starter pad: approx. 9 x 12” in white or cream 80lb 

Strathmore 400 series coil book. 
8. Recommended: A leaf or petal from a plant. (From outdoors, an indoor plant, or kitchen – leaves from salad 

greens etc.  
 

Materials for rest of the course:  

1. Soft rags 
2. Medium or large size willow charcoal sticks 
3. Black charcoal pencils: H level are harder and lighter. 2B or 4B or 6B are progressively softer and darker.  I 

recommend the General’s brand of charcoal pencils. Have at least one of these pencils. If you can have 2 
pencils, get a HB charcoal pencil and a 2B or 4B charcoal pencil.  

4. White charcoal pencil. General’s brand is preferred. And alternative is a white conte crayon. 
5. Utility knife 
6. Soft conte crayons: Sepia or red or Black  
7. At least 3-4 pages of lightly toned pastel paper 8.5x11” (for example, a pack of greys, blues, or light browns, 

whichever you prefer). Example: Canson Mi-tentes pad of paper for pastels. 
8. Small bottle of black India ink or a watercolour set you might already own, any set will do 
9. Watercolour mixing palette. A plastic egg carton or similar also works. 
10. Containers for water 
11. Watercolor round brush +/- size 12 
12. Soft watercolour brush for blending drawings, something like a Filbert #4 or larger 
13. Flashlight (or charged smart phone – on flashlight mode) 
14. Black waterproof pen (sharpie is ok), or small set of black drawing pens – must be waterproof 
15. Still life objects: eggs or small rounded fruit, a shiny spoon, an article of clothing – refer to outline to see when 

you need these. 
16. Sighting tools (I will cover how to make these simple tools on the first day of class): View finder (1” x  1.5”), Plum 

line, 10-12” straight stick (such as a thin dowel, thin knitting needle, or wooden skewer) 
17. Recommended but not mandatory: Geometry set, painter’s tape, larger paper and drawing board and/or easel 

for life drawing days.  

 
 


